DR. CV RAMAN
The Great Indian physicist Chandrasekhar Venkata Raman,
popularly known as C.V Raman, was born on 7th November,
1888 at Trichirapalli in Tamil Nadu. His father was a physics
teacher and so it was natural that Raman developed love
for this subject. He was a brilliant student from the very
beginning. As a brilliant and promising lad, he passed his
matriculation examination at the young age of 12 from
Madras University. His parents wanted to send him to
England for higher studies but his poor health did not
allow it. So, He studied at Hindu College, Visakhapatnam
and Presidency College, Madras. He obtained his postgraduation degree in physics in 1907 with the top
position.
During his student period he conducted many researches
and published his papers in many reputed magazines.
Chandrasekhar Venkata Raman in the same year, that is,
1907, bagged the first position in the Financial Service
Examination and was appointed as the Assistant Accountant
General in Calcutta. There he came in contact with an eminent
scientist named Dr. Amritlal Sarkar who was Secretary of the
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science. This contact with
Dr. Sarkar proved a turning point in the life of this young scientist.
His interest in physics was deep and lasting, so he continued his
research work in his spare time in the laboratory of the Association.
He published his research results in the leading journals of
Calcutta, now Kolkata which were in regard to the subject of
propagation of light. These original research papers were of great
scientific significance. When these came to the notice of the then
Vice - Chancellor of Calcutta University, Sir Ashutosh Mukharjee, he
appointed him Professor of physics in the University. During his stay
at the University he continued his research with much more devotion
and won immense honour and recognition as a physicist.
He was elected the Fellow of the Royal Society of London in 1924.
He discovered the “Raman Effect” in 1928. For it he was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1930. He became the first Indian to win this
prestigious honour. With this award, his reputation increased by leaps and
bounds and many Universities and institutions of repute honoured him with
Ph D and D.Sc. degrees.
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In December, 1927 he was busy in laboratory when the news came that the wellknown physicist A.M. Compton was awarded the Nobel Prize for demonstrating
that the nature of X-rays undergoes a change when passed through a matter.
This effect came to be known as the “Compton Effect.” Encouraged by this
discovery, Raman continued his experiments and ultimately proved that
light rays can also be scattered. His discovery enabled for the first
time, the mapping of possible levels of energy gains of molecules
and atoms of a substance and thus discovered their molecules
and atomic structure. This discovery of the scattering of light
led to the development of a simple alternative to infra-red
spectroscopy, namely, Raman Spectroscopy.
Raman Effect happens when molecules of a medium
scatter light energy particles known as photons. The
spectrum varies with the nature of the transparent
medium used to scatter the light. Raman Effect has
proved to be of great scientific value and with its
help the structure of more than 200 compounds has
been known. He also gave us the scientific explanation
for the blue colour of the sky and the ocean.
He explained that the blue color of the ocean was as
a result of the scattering of sunlight by the molecules of
the water. He travelled widely abroad delivering lectures
about his discoveries and researches. In 1933 he became the
Director of the Indian Institute of Sciences, Bangalore. In 1943
he founded the Raman Research Institute at Bangalore. He was
knighted in 1927. He was awarded the Bharat Ratna in 1954 and
the International Lenin Prize in 1957.
Raman was a born genius and a self-made man and scientist with deep
religious convictions. His interests were wide and deep and so were his
contributions to the human knowledge and development. Besides optics,
he was deeply interested in acoustics—the science and study of sound.
His contributions to the mechanical theory of bowed, stringed and other musical
instruments like violin, sitar, cello, piano, veena, Tanpura and mridangam have
been very significant. He explained in detail how these musical instruments
produce harmonious tones and notes. He died on November 21, 1970 at the
ripe age of 82 at Bangalore and his mortal remains were consigned to flames
in the campus of the Raman Research Institute.
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Human Body “An Ecosystem”

The human body is a complete ecosystem. This may
sound bizarre but it is true. Our body is teeming
with microorganisms and this incredible collection of
microorganisms is known as ‘Human Microbiome’.
Human microbes outnumber our own cells by a factor of
10 to 1. What’s more is that scientists have proved that
humans harbour more than 100 genes from associated
microbial community! National Institute of Health (NIH)
embarked on an ambitious project to catalogue the
‘Human Microbiome’. The project has unveiled many
surprises and has led to the discovery of many new
species of microbes. The diversity of species thriving
on human body includes bacteria, viruses, mites and
fungi who are our partners for life (literally staying
longer than our spouses) in health and disease and in
happiness and sorrow.
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Human microbiome is known to be unique so much so
that microbiome fingerprint can be used to identify
humans that too without any need of human DNA!
Many microbial species have co-existed and lived in
evolutionary relationship for hundreds of years. Most
of these organisms are harmless and hence known as
commensals. However, they can become opportunistic
pathogens if natural immunity has been compromised.
These microorganisms play an essential role in digestion
and development immunity. In contrast, some of the
microbial species are causative agents of deadly and
chronic diseases.
Surprisingly, the microbial communities are also specific
to the body parts they inhabit. Human gut alone
harbours upto 1000 different species of bacteria. In
the return of a safe abode that we provide in our
body, they help in food digestion, they avert the attack
of harmful microbial species and prevent formation of
‘enemy camps’ in our intestine.

They help in production of vitamins B and K and also
work to modulate and ‘train’ our army of immune cells
to recognize the harmful microorganisms. Surprisingly,
scientists have discovered that the gut microbiota
of slimmer humans is better in breaking down food
as compared to obese humans. The benefits of gut
microbiota have been realized by the world and have
led to the development of ‘Probiotics’ industry. Our skin
houses several microbial species and they again form
first line of defence against the pathogens. However,
some skin bacteria colonize oil glands and cause
acne. Sweat which is odourless becomes smelly due
to microbial activity. Interestingly, the uniqueness of
sweat smell correlates with the unique amalgamation
of microbiota it supports! Little do we know that ‘mites’
or ‘Demodex’ live in our eyelash and eyebrow follicles?
They roam and mate on our face and reproduce, lay
eggs in the follicles! Creepy! Most of us know about
intestinal worms, roundworm, hookworm and tapeworm
that suck our blood and cause deficiency diseases.
Last but not the least are the viruses! The vast diversity
of viruses living on and in a human body have given
birth to a new term ‘virome’ which includes viruses
that infect human cells and also those that infect the

bacteria or bacteriophages that live in human body.
These also are involved in different processes such
as immune modulation and obesity. It would sound
unbelievable to many that microbiome not only alters
the physical conditions but has a power to control our
psyche. The infection of a protozoan Toxoplama gandii
causes ‘fatal attraction syndrome’ in rats. Infected
rodents have slower reaction times and are more
likely to be eaten by cats! Similarly, infected humans
showed slower reaction times and were more likely to
be involved in road accidents! The human microbiome
project is still revealing interesting facts and I feel that
it is just a tip of the iceberg.
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Circulating cfDNA is highly fragmented and
exists at very low concentration, but cfDNA
enrichment technology enables nearly full
recovery of cfDNA from both necrotic and
apoptotic cells. Detection of such mutations
is important to monitor tumor progression
before they reach a size amenable for
diagnostic imaging. It also helps uncovering
tumor heterogeneity, which may influence
treatment decision-making. Exosomes and
microvesicles in the family of extracellular
vesicles are purified and analyzed and
represent a source of variability for data
integration in the field.

Liquid Biopsy
Cancer is considered to be one of the leading
causes of fatality worldwide. According to
WHO, the number of new cancer cases is
expected to rise by about 70% over the next
20 years.Identifying cancer in body is a painful
process which involves removal of a piece of
tissue or a sample of cells from the body to be
analyzed in a laboratory.
Liquid biopsy is the sampling and analysis of
non-solid biological tissue, primarily blood. This
technique is mainly used as a diagnostic and
monitoring tool for diseases such as cancer with
the benefit of being non-invasive. Although FDA
has approved and validated this procedure
but its clinical implementation is yet to be widespread.
This process removes the need for invasive
surgeries, which are painful and expensive, by
testing the signs of cancer from a simple blood
draw. It has been made possible by advances in
sequencing the human genome because cancer
can be detected by genetic mutations. Some of
the cancer mutations can show up in microscopic
fragments of DNA in blood because tumor
related circulating free DNA, RNA or proteins
are released by tumor cells in the blood.
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Depending upon the condition
studied, there are several types
of liquid biopsies. Some of them
are:
1.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs)
and cell free tumor DNA (ctDNA)
are collected in case of cancer.
2. Circulating endothelial cells (CECs)
are sampled for heart attack diagnosis.
3. Cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) is
extracted from maternal blood in
prenatal diagnosis.

The research is still underway whether
liquid biopsy is the full-proof method
for detecting cancer. Much of the
research is focused on how to detect
and analyze the “circulating tumor
DNA”. But since it is found in a very
low concentration, Hong Kong
scientists looked for DNA from
Epstein Barr, which is a virus that
causes nasopharyngeal cancer.
But since Epstein Barr.

DNA is related to many other conditions such
as plain EBV infection, the results of liquid
biopsy done on volunteers produced many
false positives.But as said earlier, it may not be
obvious from scans that a patient is in danger,
and where solid biopsies are not feasible or
imaging is inadequate, studies are starting to
demonstrate that CTC levels can reflect more
on metastatic potential.
Hence absence of evidence is not evidence
of absence.
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Liquid biopsy is not only used in detecting
cancer at an early age but it is also used
to help in planning the treatment, to find out
how well treatment is working and detecting
if cancer has returned. Multiple samples of
blood can be taken over time which helps in
understanding the molecular changes taking
place in the tumor.
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Breathing Buildings

VERTICAL FOREST
The self-explanatory term “vertical forest”
also known as green wall or living wall is a self
sufficient vertical garde attached to the exterior
or interior walls of a building, where deforestation
and pollution have become a serious trouble and
more of concern in big cities with depressed air
quality. As the pollution level is going high the
required green cover is shrinking. Urban living and
lifestyle has raised the number of apartments in
metropolitan cities. This has led to the invasion of
high rise all over the developed countries. For a
nature lover, it is very difficult to have their own
garden especially when they are residing in
a condo. Hats-off to the techno world by which
the vertical garden theme can let you indulge in
gardening and prove your love towards flora. This
can be attained by cultivating a vertical garden in
the apartment balconies or any other appropriate
place.
This will help create green walls in limited space
of your apartment. A vertical garden will give
your home a chic look by acting as an elegant
home décor as well as it freshens up the air. Famed
with distinct rare titles as vertical forest-Bengaluru
(India), Bosco Verticle-Milan (Italy), la Tour des
Cedres (Switzerland), Vertical Green (Singapore)
are catching everyone’s eyes with its welfare.
These steel buildings are made of entirely of
rein-forced concrete. The design was tested in a
wind tunnel to ensure the trees would not topple
from gusts of wind(tested at Florida international
university with wind test 67m/s.). Atleast onefourth area of each floor is reserved for flora. They
can bear sufficient load imposed by the plants.
When such structure are made the botanists and
horticulturists are consulted to ensure that least
care is needed to maintain the building. Chiefly,
indigeneous species are planted on the building.
The nature loved buildings have made the wild
cities good for health. Numerous comforts are
accounted like they help to mitigate smog hence
reducing urban heat, moderating temperatures
in the building in the winters and summers also
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attenuating noise. These multi aptitude
building can act as doctors too, fascinating
us by speeding up recovery time for patients
through biophilia. We know Flora and fauna
have a everlasting bond. Many garden pests
come up being attracted by the greenary
making the residents edgy. Moreover
planting the concept is high-priced. At such
heights, trees perish after a year or so.
What the architectures have done until
now is simply to continue to add new
peripheral environments to their cities. They
have created these breathing buildings in
immense metropolitan environments. They
have imagined a new model of city that
is not about extending and expanding but
a system of small, green cities and China
is taking first step by building the Nanjing
Towers and once they’re complete in 2018
they’ll be Asia’s first ever vertical forests.

v
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Description: Google recently launched a new version of Google Earth on
android. Fly through landmarks and cities like London, Tokyo in stunning 3D,
then dive in to experience them firstband with street view. Google has teamed
up with some of the world’s leading storytellers, scientists and non-profits to
bring the planet to life with Voyager, a showcase of interactive guided tours.
E.g.with Natural Treasures from BBC Earth, journey to six habitats-from islands
to mountains to jungles and learn about the unique and thrilling wildlife in each.

ONE WORD

Arrange the following letters so that they will spell just one word : ENOTSUJDROW

If you wish to create a link to specific part of the video then here’s how to
send them a link which starts the video from the desired point on the timeline.
Simply scroll to the point where you want the shared video to begin from,
right click on the video and select ’Copy video URL at current time’. Then
paste the link in a email or message.

TECHNICAL
JOKES

APP APPEAL

TIPS & TRICKS

1. Student submits blank answer paper 2. 1 stone is enough to break a glass.
in exam.
1 sentence is enough to break a heart.
Teacher: “why is your paper blank?”
1 second is enough to fall in love.
Student: “ Because sometimes silence
Then why is 1 chapter is not enough
is the best answer”.
to pass the exam???

3. 50% of people use Google as a search 4. 3 Stages of life:
engine the other 50% use it to check if
a) Birth
their internet is connected or not!
b) What’s going on?
c) Death.

Fun Fact
The maximum number of Ferrero Rocher chocolates
eaten in one minute is 9, achieved by Peter Czerwinski in
Mississauga Canada, on 4 January 2012.

Picture Puzzle
Which one of the following - A, B, C, D, or E is the
odd one out?
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2018 Dodge Challenger SRT
Demon “A monster with 840”

The 2018 Dodge Challenger SRT Demon is so
powerful that it is the first ever Guinness-certified
production wheelie car. Ladies and gentlemen, it
is the fastest quarter-mile production car of the
world, the most powerful V8 production car in the
world, fastest production to reach 0-100 kmph in
the world, first ever front wheel lift in production
car, and produces the highest G-forces ever
experienced in a production car. Dodge’s latest
monster muscle car is a mega-power drag race
special, and its name is Demon. Muscle cars over
the years have tried to become performance cars,
sports cars and even drift cars. But while doing all
this, they had lost out the most important flavour
which defines them - raw power and straight line
acceleration.
The 2018 Dodge Challenger SRT Demon is built
with just one aim: to obliterate any other production
car in a 1/4 mile drag. As a result, the red demon
shoots from 0-50 kmph in 1.0 second, producing
1.8g, 0-100 kmph in 2.3seconds, and crosses the
¼-mile mark (400 metres) in a record-breaking
9.65 seconds while going at 225 kmph. The
problem is that SRT Demon did so well that it got
banned from the drag strip for being too fast. Yes!
the NHRA (National Hot Road Association) of the
USA has banned this car from its competitions as
it is faster than their set bar for a production car.
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Also, to help you shame Ferraris and Lamborghinis
on the streets, all customers who buy the new 2018
Dodge Challenger SRT Demon will receive one
full day session at Bob Bondurant School of HighPerformance Driving. It even gets drag-spec radial
tyres for you to launch ahead and leave behind
even the Grim Reaper himself. So, what makes
the Challenger SRT Demon such a, well... demon
on the drag strip? The answer is not as simple as
you would expect it to be. To begin with, the car
is powered by an 840PS, 6.2-litre HEMI Demon
V8 engine which produces 1044 Nm of mountainmoving torque. These figures, though make the
Demon the most powerful production V8 in the
world, are insignificant. Why is it so? Because it’s
not about how many horses the car packs, but how
it puts it on the tarmac which matters. And this is
where the Demon gets clever (geek talk alert).
The SRT Demon uses a TorqueFlite 8HP90 eightspeed automatic transmission with TransBrake. It
locks the transmission output shaft to hold the car in
place before a standing start.
This lets the driver increase the engine rpm up to
2,350 without overpowering the brakes, resulting
in quicker power delivery and up to 15 per cent
more torque at launch. It also features a new
Torque Reserve feature which becomes active once
engine speed passes 950 rpm.

The one thing which might upset some buyers is
that the 2018 Dodge Challenger SRT Demon, in
its bid to lose weight, comes with just one seat.
So, while you become the fastest man on the
planet launching your car, your friends can only
appreciate this from the outside. But if you insist
on keeping them inside the car, Dodge will install
the front and rear passenger seats for a price...
which is $1. Other than the optional extra seats,
the SRT Demon has all the bells and whistles which
one can expect from a 21-century car. It has air
conditioning and an 8.4-inch Uconnect touchscreen
infotainment system on which you can track the
supercharger coolant temperature and know in
real time when the supercharger is at the optimum
temperature before making another run.
All the above performance numbers and figures
come with a catch, or rather in a crate. The Daemon
only produces about 808PS of power and to get
the extra 32PS, you need to purchase the Demon
Crate. The crate brings with it components which
fully unleash the car’s potential at the drag strip
and is fully customised with the buyer’s name, VIN
and serial number.

demon-branded tool bag with a foam case which
fits into the SRT Demon trunk. SRT Demon’s setup will
allow for numerous user-configurable performance
parameters. Street mode permits multiple levels of
engine performance and three levels of individual
suspension and steering “feel and response.” Dragmode options include the selection of multiple levels
of engine performance, one level of transmission
speed and firmness, traction control, and suspension
and steering feel and response. Well, it looks like I
am in love with a demon!
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It contains parts like a conical performance air
filter, passenger mirror block-off plate, dragspecific narrow front-runner wheels and also a
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Mechanical Engineers
with Digital Skills

and design future generation products.

Traditional electronically controlled and software
driven mechanical systems are things of the past.
Today mechatronics products can be connected
to the internet, offering both internet driven
capabilities and communicating back to the original
manufacturer. It appears like both have nothing to do
with mechanical engineering; however, mechanical
engineers need to take broader considerations
into account while designing the mechatronic
products. Traditional mechanical engineering skills
alone cannot land you in a prospective job in this
computerized world of Industry 4.0.
Many students passing out from mechanical
engineering cannot figure out what to do next?
Only a few lucky ones get the opportunity in
their curriculum to learn about robotics, artificial
intelligence, machine learning and IoT related
technologies and how to apply them in real world
solutions.
The core courses like materials, fluids, mechanics,
thermodynamics, production satisfied industry and
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a professor on a tenure track had a toll free delivery
of lectures in classes, despite hearing the complaints
about young engineer’s lack of job preparation
from the industry. If the mechanical engineering
curriculum has some interdisciplinary courses, then
those courses are not designed keeping in mind the
mechanical perspective of the course. Almost every
manufacturing industry is trying to leverage these
technologies to improve business and operation by
forging a closer collaboration between a human,
machine, product and the customer. This is called
Industrial Internet of Things or Industry 4.0, which
is desperately seeking these skills from entry-level
mechanical engineers to bring on the table.
Today from designing a medical implant to
engineering a turbine jet engines everything
requires digital skills of implementation of sensors,
data measurement and connectivity. It is important
to include sensors that can gather information
about product operations and success, which will
allow the product to be assessed remotely for
use of proactive service issue, guidance on usage

The latest version of Creo 4.0, 3-D CAD software,
which introduces new capabilities for the Internet
of Things, additive manufacturing, augmented
reality, and model based definition. Creo 4.0
includes core modeling enhancement and new
functionalities for designers. Product developers
can take advantage of Internet of Things based
functions to better understand how products are
used and to improve design decisions.
Practically all controls will be electronics and
software driven. It means that mechanical
engineers need to refresh the supplier base to
include those offering motors, pumps and valves
that can be controlled by software.

engineers to defeat the reserve judgment that
they are not coming anymore, and the pendulum
is swinging fast and hard towards mechanical
engineering. Just wait a little bit.
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Just like a smartphone has the ability to upgrade
themselves over an internet connection, the
mechanical aspects of the mechatronic system
cannot be done but the mechanical engineer can
start including more functionality and capabilities
of the system, which can be controlled and increase
the long lifecycle and hard to service products. The
idea is if the software is upgraded in the future,
the mechanical capabilities have to be controlled.
Innovation should come from mechanical
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Artificial Intelligence
In Robotics

One of the first questions most people have about
robotics is “what is a robot?” followed immediately
by “what can they do?” In popular culture, the term
“robot” generally connotes some anthropomorphic
(human-like) appearance.
How Can a Machine Be Intelligent?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) may be a general term
that suggests the employment of a PA to model
and replicate intelligent behavior. Analysis in AI
focuses on the event and analysis of algorithms
that learn and perform intelligent behavior with
lowest human intervention. These techniques can
be applied to various issues that arise in artificial
intelligence, e-commerce, diagnosing, gaming,
arithmetic, military designing. Artificial intelligence
In robotics is one of the foremost exciting and
controversial field in artificial intelligence.
The real challenge of AI is to grasp how natural
intelligence works. Developing AI is different from
building a man-made heart. Scientists do not have
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a straightforward, concrete model to figure from.
We have a tendency to recognize that the brain
contains billions and billions of neurons, which
we expect and learn by establishing electrical
connections between totally different neurons.
However we do not recognize precisely whether all
of those connections add up to higher reasoning,
or low-level operations.
What Can Robots Be Used For?
The short answer is that robots can be used for
just about any application that can be thought of.
The long answer is that robots are well suited for
applications where
1) A human is at significant risk (nuclear, space,
military)
2) The economic or menial nature of the application
result in inefficient use of human workers (service
industry, agriculture)
3) For humanitarian uses where there is great risk
of life deterring an area of land mines, urban
search and rescue.

4) Or as the well-worn joke among roboticists.
Robots are good for the 3 D’s jobs.
Social implications of robotics
While many applications for artificially intelligent
robots will actively reduce risk to a human life,
many applications appear to compete with a
human’s livelihood. Don’t robots put people out of
work? One of the pervasive themes in society has
been the impact of science and technology on the
dignity of people. Robots appear to amplify the
tension between productivity and the role of the
individual.The connotation is that these individual
have an irrational fear of technological progress.
A robot could be great if it improves the quality
of life for an elderly person as a supplement
for frequent visits and calls with family. Using
the same robot as an excuse to neglect elderly
relatives would be the inverse. Like any enabling
technology from the kitchen knife to nuclear fusion,
the tool itself isn’t good or bad – it’s the intent of
the person using it.

Current Development
We are already at the point where we have to
consider what the next step of robotic evolution
looks like. According to robotics engineers, it
appears that at some point in the near future the
next step could very well be Humanoid Robots.
The evolution of humanoid robots is happening at
an ever-quickening pace. These advancements are
occurring not only in their mechanics but also with
the incorporation of artificial intelligence.
ATLAS
One of the humanoid robots that has garnered the
most attention is ATLAS, developed for DARPA by
Boston Dynamics. ATLAS has been through several
incarnations since its inception in 2013 as part of
the DARPA Robotics Challenge. The primary goal
of it is to develop ground robotic capabilities to
execute complex tasks in dangerous, degraded,
human engineered environments. The focus is on
robots that can utilize available human tools,
ranging from hand tools to vehicles.
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ATLAS is intended to aid emergency services in
search and rescue operations, performing tasks
such as shutting off valves, opening doors and
operating powered equipment in environments
where humans could not survive.
In the 2015 DARPA competition of robotics ATLAS
was able to complete all eight tasks as follows:
1. Drive a utility vehicle at the site.
2. Travel dismounted across rubble.
3. Remove debris blocking an entryway.
4. Open a door and enter a building.
5. Climb an industrial ladder and traverse an
industrial walkway.
6. Use a tool to break through a concrete panel.
7. Locate and close a valve near a leaking pipe.
8. Connect a fire hose to a standpipe
PETMAN
Protection Ensemble Test Mannequin (PETMAN) is a
humanoid robot being developed for the US Army
to test the special clothing used by soldiers for
protection against chemical warfare agents.

It is based on the similar mechanical design and
walking algorithm used for the four-legged robot,
BigDog, which can carry heavy payloads in rough
terrains. The PETMAN can self balance on its two
feet and move freely, walk, crawl and perform
suit-stressing calisthenics as well as squat thrusts
to test chemical exposure. It can also balance
when shoved. The robot provides realistic test
conditions by exhibiting human physiological
characteristics during physical exertion such as
temperature control, sweating and humidity, inside
the protective clothing. The PETMAN can be used
to perform various other tasks dynamically in
emergency situations, such as search and rescue
operations in fire, nuclear and other hazardous
conditions, without human exposure.
ARM
The hand, developed by iRobot with support from
Harvard and Yale, is part of DARPA’s Autonomous
Robotic Manipulation (ARM) program. ARM aims
to move beyond “remote manipulation systems
that are controlled directly by a human operator.”
The goal is to build systems that are robust,
dexterous, and low-cost. The DARPA hand uses

Kinect to zero in on the object’s location before
moving in to grab the item. It can pick up thin objects
lying flat, like a laminated card or key. The hand’s
three-finger configuration is versatile (can pick up
a wide range of shapes, textures, and sizes), tough
(used as a baseball tee), and strong (maintaining
its grip on 50-pound weights). Although its Kinect
sensor begins to incorporate some autonomous
capability, the hand still requires an operator
for manipulation of objects in its fingers. But
the ARM project is divided into hardware and
software. The displayed tech is in the former
category, and presumably, the latter category is
still being developed. The hand isn’t yet cheap by
everyday standards, but the production cost has
been dramatically reduced. Hands fabricated in
batches of 1,000 or more can be produced for
$3,000 per unit. According to DARPA, that’s an
order of magnitude less than the current cost of
$50,000 per unit for similar technology.

more peaceful applications in factories or even at
home. However, these are still just workhorses
and advanced tools of human mimicry. For these
creations to get to the next level, they have to
become self-aware and eventually autonomous.
Once these humanoid robots merge with fully
autonomous intelligence, we will have witnessed
the next stage of evolution toward the full
Transhumanist dream of The Singularity, the
moment when computer intelligence surpasses that
of humans to such an extent that humans become
practically redundant.
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it’s not hard to see how there may be as many or
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Vibration: A Boon or Curse
Introduction - Invention of the musical instruments like whistles and drum developed interest in people towards
vibration. Greek philosopher and mathematician, Pythagoras was the first to investigate musical sounds on a
scientific basis. Since then, people have critically investigated the phenomenon of vibration and developed
different theories to formulate the problems and their solutions. Initial development of vibration was based on
natural phenomenon and physical systems. In recent times, many investigations have been done on engineering
applications, such as design of machine structures. Vibration is more concerned with mechanical engineers,
structural engineers, mining engineers, production engineers, maintenance engineers, aerospace engineers and
many others.
Vibration concept: Any motion which repeats itself
at an interval is called vibration or oscillation. It
is a mechanical phenomenon whereby oscillations
occur about an equilibrium point. The oscillations
may be periodic such as motion of pendulum or
random such as movement of tyre on a gravel
road. Any system having mass and elasticity is
capable of vibratory motion. Vibrations cause a
disturbance in medium that becomes the source of
wave.
Amplitude of wave measures the amount of energy
it carries in the direction of wave. Vibratory system
comprise means for storing potential energy
(spring), means for storing kinetic energy (mass
or inertia), and means by which the energy is
gradually lost (damper). It involves the altering
transfer of energy between its potential to kinetic
and vice versa. Damper is used to dissipate
fractional energy at each cycle of vibration to
avoid the accident and failure of the system.
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Vibration as a Boon: Most human activities involve
vibration in one or other form. We hear due to
vibration of our eardrums and see because of
vibration of light waves. Breathing takes place due
to vibration of lungs, walking involves oscillatory
motion of legs and hands. The use of vibration
equipment is expanding rapidly. It is now widely
used in physical therapy, rehabilitation and
professional sports. It is also used for beauty and
wellness application. Vibration is desirable in
cases like musical instruments, massages, signalling
device, human activities and many other areas.

Vibration as a Curse: Forces and motion are utilised
by mechanical equipments to perform work. These
elements sometimes produce undesirable effects,
even if it is more carefully designed. These adverse
effects of vibration, shocks and noise disturbances
range from simple annoyance to shorten equipment
life through failure of component. Vibration is
undesirable in cases of design and manufacturing
of equipments, structures. Although, there are
many events of failure of systems due to vibration,
which caused loss of money, resources and most
important human life.
Two examples of failure due to vibration are :
failures of chimney in England in 1900 and Tacoma
narrow bridge in 1940 have happened because
designer didn’t consider the effect of vibration.
Chimney structure was collapsed under effects of
vibration/resonance which occurred due to wind
blow. Wind blow across chimney at a particular
wind speed range caused vortex shedding
phenomenon which appear and disappear at a
particular frequency. This phenomenon induced
fluctuating force of same frequency on chimney
and lead to resonance. Resonance caused a large
increase in amplitude and hence failure took place.
Similarly, Tacoma narrow bridge collapsed due to
wind induced energy which produced resonance
phenomenon.

Challenges: One of the problems of vibration
engineering is the protection of people, instruments,
machines and structures from the effects of
harmful vibrations. Vibration tends to have many
advantages and a lot more disadvantages,
challenging engineers to put lot of efforts so that
society can make take its advantages. Engineers
are also challenged to control its disadvantages to
minimize loss of human-life, time, money, materials.
Vibration analysis has a vital role to play in society
for improving living conditions and ensuring smooth
functioning of industrial equipments, minimizing the
loss due to failures.
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LIGHT
WEIGHT
CONCRETE

RAILWAYS RUBBER
SLEEPER CONCRETE
The most important role of sleepers in railroad
system is the conveyance of train load from rail to
the ballast. In future, railways traffic will be even
faster than today and the demanded load capacity
of the train will probably increase. The demand of
railway sleepers has increased with the improvement
of railways. The composition of composite and
concrete can remove the weakness of concrete
under tension. The relationship between concrete
and composite has great effect in development
of both of these materials. The main functions
of sleepers is holding rails to correct gauge and
alignment, provide firm and even support to rails,
transfer the load evenly from rails to wider area
of ballast through an elastic medium between rails
and ballast and providing longitudinal and lateral
stability. Ballast is a highly non-linear granular
material and its behavior within the track structure
is influenced by the formation and sub grade
conditions. The track support, and its deterioration
with time, is therefore heavily dependent on a large
number of parameters. There are many crucial
areas of the track where very high vertical and
horizontal loads produce large track settlements
and hence require significant track maintenance in
order to retain the track geometry. Where ballast
settlement and deterioration is occurring on a highspeed (280 km/h) swing-nose crossing in Germany.
The main area affected is around the point motor
bearers. In this zone high vertical and lateral forces
generate high ballast stresses which cause a high
degree of settlement in the unreinforced ballast
aggregate and hence track geometry faults,
particularly at the rail discontinuities and
over the tight turn-out radii voiding under
the sleepers which generate higher
track forces and hence higher
settlements due to sleeper
impacts as the train passes
over the crossing. The
situation becomes

self perpetuating
causing
the
track geometry to
deteriorate rapidly. In turn
this can cause progressive
plastic accumulation of strains
in the formation and hence further
deterioration in track geometry. The
crossing (or any other highly loaded track
asset) then requires a higher degree of track
maintenance in order to retain track geometry
(i.e. safety and passenger comfort). However
assets like these are very difficult to correct in
track geometry due to the positions of the track
components, such as drive motors and stretcher
bars. In addition, the constant track maintenance
breaks down the ballast thus generating a highly
contaminated ballast structure, generating further
geometry issues and water accumulation. There
is therefore a clear need to reinforce the ballast
in these zones to reduce ballast settlement and
degradation and hence create a geopavement
which has a higher degree of strength and
resiliency. Polymer treatment has eliminated the
need for ballast maintenance over the 10 year
treatment period (previously the site required
maintenance interventions every 3-4 months to
correct vertical and lateral track geometry). After
500,000 load cycles the geo composite showed
no signs of deterioration and was still totally free
draining.
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Concrete is used more widely
than any other substance
except water (approximately 10
km cube of concrete is used every
year) because of its many advantages.
The 10.5 billion tonnes-a- year concrete
industry is thus the largest user of natural
resources in the world. It is estimated that the
demand for concrete is expected to grow to 16
billion tonnes a year by 2050. Ordinary concrete,
typically contains about 12 percent cement, eight
percent mixing water and 80 percent aggregate
by mass. This means that, in addition to 1.5 billion
tonnes of cement, the concrete industry is consuming
annually nine billion tonnes of aggregates together
with one billion tonne of mixing water. The Romans
used concrete extensively from 300 BC to 476
AD, and it contained quicklime, pozzolana and
an aggregate of pumice. Many structures built
by them, for example the Colosseum in Rome,
and the Pantheon (which has the world’s larges
concrete dome), still exist today as a testimony to
the durability of Roman concrete. After the Roman
Empire, the use of burnt lime and pozzolana was
forgotten and their use received attention only
recently.

chemical admixtures were invented and used to
improve characteristics of concrete (for example
plasticisers/ super plasticisers are used to reduce
the water content of a concrete while maintaining
workability, accelerators and retarders are used
to speed up or slow the hydration of concrete). In
addition, research recommended the use of very
fine-grained materials, called mineral admixtures,
to improve the properties of concrete or as a
replacement for Portland cement (blended cement).
These mineral admixtures include industrial waste
products such as fly ash, ground granulated
blast furnace slag, silica fume, rice husk ash and
metakaolin. Such chemical and mineral admixtures
are being used routinely in India and abroad.

Modern reinforced concrete is due to the invention
of cement by British engineer John Smeaton in
1756, Joseph Aspdin in 1824 and RCC by Joseph
Monier of France in 1859. Traditionally, concrete
was made by mixing aggregates with cement and
water. Even though the concept of water–cement
ratio was known through the research of Duff A.
Abrams in 1918, more water than necessary was
added for ease of workability (For complete
hydration of Portland cement, only about 36%
water i.e. w/c of 0.36, is needed).
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The excess water, which is not required for cement
hydration remained in the capillary pores and
evaporated in due course. This resulted in drying
shrinkage and capillary porosity, and is the main
cause of corrosion of reinforcement. In due course,
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Mitigating Fatalities and Economic
Setback Through Earthquake Safety
India attained its independence in 1947 and
is home today to more than 1.2 billion people.
India being a seismically active country has almost
55% of its area under the threat of moderate to
severe earthquakes. But, even though mandatory
earthquake resistant construction standards have
been existing in the country since 1983, mechanisms
are not in place for strict compliance. About 96.5%
of India’s construction is of non-engineered type
and the rest is RC framed systems which too shows
high vulnerability towards earthquake shaking.
Each building to be built is only one of its kind
ever, and no research and testing is performed
on that building, unlike factory made products like
aircrafts, ships and cars. With an exception to high
rise RC frame buildings, most housing construction
is done by self styled contractors without any
engineering input. Consequently, the expected
knowledge base for planning and design along
with lack of perception of risk, has never been
available to make the housing earthquake resistant.
The high levels of risk are also attributed to the
type of housing typologies in practice which range
from random rubble stone masonry in mud mortar
to non-engineered brick masonry buildings. The
cumulative dominant materials of choice according
to Census 2011 housing data are: mud and unburnt
brick (22%), burnt brick (48%) and stone (14%)
which together account for 84% of houses in the
country. This is in great contrast to contemporary
emphasis of Architectural and Civil Engineering
practices.
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Though appropriate techno-legal regime in the
building bye-laws and development control
regulations of the municipalities exists, structural
safety assessment is not undertaken by ANY
municipal authority anywhere in the country as
of today. This awry and challenging situation
demands systemic changes towards mitigating
impending earthquake disasters. We need to
ensure earthquake safe new constructions & also
identify measures to retrofit existing building stock
to earthquake resistant standards. The repository
of knowledge will have to be in public domain
with public awareness and participation towards
minimizing the economic losses and fatalities. Due to
varying geology and seismo-tectonics at different

locations, currently the country has been divide into
four seismic zones-II,III,IV and V[IS:1893-2002]
to provide a guideline to the level of earthquake
shaking expected. The main challenge of
professionals today is to meet the Double Demand
i.e. the building should be able to withstand the
imposed deformation without damage under small
intensity shaking and with no collapse under high
intensity shaking. The behavior of a building is
controlled by Configuration, Stiffness, Strength and
Ductility. The important aspects affecting seismic
configuration of buildings are overall geometry,
structural systems, and load paths. Natural period
of a building is also a key parameter to judge
seismicity. It usually increases with increase in
stiffness, mass, height. Buildings tend to oscillate
in the directions in which they are most flexible
and have larger translational natural periods.
Buildings with simple shapes undergo acceptable
seismic behavior while those with complex shapes
undergo significant due to stress concentration at
re-entrant corners in the building. Inertia forces are
generated in buildings during earthquake shaking
at locations where masses are present. Mass should
be uniformly distributed in plan and elevation. It is
a common practice to have water tanks at corners
of the roof top which is asymmetric in mass in plan.
Also, multi-storeyed tall buildings have service floors
with heavy mass compared to regular floors. This
causes sudden change in mass along the elevation
thus twisting of buildings occurs during earthquake.
Irregularity in stiffness of plans occur due to use
of columns of different sizes, presence of structural
wall on one side of buildings, presence of staircase
or elevator core at one corner of the buildings.
Stiffness irregularity in plan causes twisting of
buildings under lateral load staircase in buildings
causes the effect of short column and twist of
the building due to stiffness irregularity in plan.
Short column effect is caused by the intermediate
landings which divides the adjoining columns into
shorter segments and causes brittle failure. Buildings
constructed on slopes in hilly regions are having
features like unequal length columns along slope,
lack of proper foundation well embedded into soil
underneath to provide fixity during shaking. Also,
when two buildings are too close to each other,

they may pound on each other during strong
shaking. Also, when two buildings are too close to
each other, they may pound on each other during
strong shaking. With increase in building height, this
collision can cause a greater problem. When heights
of buildings do not match, the roof of the shorter
building may pound at the mid-height of the column
of the taller one which can be very dangerous
and therefore proper gap should be provided to
avoid an kind of pounding. This is usually found in
buildings having alphabetic plan shapes separated
at the junctions of the different wings which meet
each other from different directions, two parts of
a building are of different heights; the two parts
tend to swing differentially, buildings rest on two
different soil masses that differ in their flexibility;
the different soil strata make the two parts oscillate
differentially under the same shaking, and buildings
having two different masses within them need
to be separated at the junction. Many buildings
constructed in recent times have a special feature
– the ground storey is left open for the purpose
of parking i.e. columns in the ground storey do not
have any partition walls between them. Such storey
is known as soft storey or weak storey based on
stiffness or force respectively. This type of building
behaves like inverted pendulum swaying to and fro.
It is also observed in many buildings that column is
discontinued at lower storey of a building called
floating column, which is not desirable.
Also care should be given to those structural elements
which are supporting other as structural member.
Supporting structural elements should be stronger
than those that are being supported by them e.g.
beams stronger than adjoining braces, beamcolumn joints stronger than the adjoining beams/
columns, columns stronger than adjoining beams,
foundations stronger than adjoining columns and
soil strata underneath stronger than foundations.
In masonry structures, horizontal inertia force
developed at the roof transfers to the walls acting
either in the weak or in the strong direction. If all
the walls are not tied together like a box, the walls
loaded in their weak direction tend to topple. It
has large mass and hence attracts large horizontal
forces during earthquake shaking. Horizontal
bands like lintel band, roof band, and plinth
band should be provided in masonry buildings to
improve their earthquake performance. Depending
on geotechnical conditions, structural configuration
and loads, a suitable type of foundation must
be chosen. If soil type is hard, isolated footings
may suffice under individual columns. But, these
foundations must be tied to each other with beams

at top of
the footings or
within the footing
depth to resist relative
movement between column bases.
On the other hand, if soil underneath is
soft, other foundation types may become
necessary, e.g., raft or pile foundations. If
the site is susceptible to liquefaction, either
ground improvement must be undertaken or the
foundation must be carefully designed, such that
it can carry the load even after the vulnerable soil
layers have liquefied.
Though all the factors governing earthquake safety
have not been covered in this article, some may be
interdependent, but an attempt to create awareness
has been made. Owners and developers have the
responsibility of ensuring that their buildings are
functional, safe and durable, in addition to being
economical and aesthetic. Quality must be ensured
by all stakeholders involved in the building delivery
process, including architects, structural engineers,
draughtsman, contractors, site engineers, artisans and
maintenance engineers. Each activity needs to adhere
to a pre-specified procedure laid down in design
codes and standards.
Earthquake, a natural phenomena, itself may not
be devastating but construction of non engineered
structures can cause huge loss of life and property. The
mankind does not have a bearing on the occurrence of
earthquakes but the losses can certainly be minimized
by earthquake resistant construction.
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TRANSGENICS
IN CROP IMPROVEMENT
Agricultural Biotechnology is now a reality that will
dominate the 21st century for agriculture and human
well-being. Apart from broadening the genetic base,
transgenic technology has helped in improving crop
productivity, plant protection and nutrition. Transgenic
crop plants have globally grown since one decade
ago. A total cover of 81 Mio ha. in 17 countries
is being estimated worldwide under transgenic
technology. Various plant species like soya bean,
rapeseed, cotton and maize dominate with two traits
of Herbicide Tolerance and Insect Resistance presently.
These are the traits where research concentrates and
constructs are outlined that may come next into the
market. Cloning procedures like genes of interest are
figured out through map-based cloning and several
other Green Biotechnology approaches. The market
values of these transgenic crops are estimated
through a rough calculation of techniques like highthroughput screening, functional markers etc. Stress
resulting from living organisms, which can harm plants,
such as viruses, fungi, bacteria, parasitic weeds and
harmful insects are the biotic stresses, while the effect
of non-living factors which can harm living organisms
including drought, extreme temperature, salt, minerals
etc. are abiotic stresses. The problem of biotic stresses
caused by pests, diseases and abiotic stress of weeds
is being addressed by current cultivars primarily.
The next wave of cultivators will greatly extend
biotechnology into the control and prevention of crop
diseases and abiotic stresses with draught tolerance
trait available in next 5 years which will be followed
by salt tolerance.
Genetic transformation has the possibility to transform
crops to increase resistance to pathogens and insects
and it is moving towards commercialization rapidly.
Like, biotech rice have already been released
temporarily in Iran. However, large scale cultivation
of biotech rice against biotic stresses will be released
soon for commercial cultivation in China and other
countries. Multilocational field trials of biotech
eggplant, tomato, cauliflower, rice are underway in
India and expected to be given regulatory approval
for commercial cultivation.

banana and pineapple are included for the
near future research. Several modifications in
the genome of soybeans have been made to
obtain desirable fats leading to healthier foods.
According to Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug, it is
estimated that to meet the projected food demands
by 2025, average cereal yield must increase by
80% on an average. So, biotechnology uses its
tool of agricultural research and development that
contribute to food security to enhance sustainable
agriculture in developing countries for farmers.
Hence, the problems of food security, poverty
reduction and environmental conservation are sort
out in the developing world. Therefore, it helps us to
do the things that we couldn’t do before and do it in
a more precise and safe way by allowing us to cross
genetic barriers that we were unable to cross in plant
breeding and conventional genetics. Conventional
breeders brought along several other genes with
the gene of interest like insect or disease resistant
that is desired in a new variety. Those extra genes
had a negative effect and took years to remove
them. But, biotechnological tools have given us more
précised ways to obtain the desired genes only.
Intensive efforts are also being made to channelize
plant metabolism into producing industrial feed
stocks, pharmaceuticals and nutraceutical products.
So, transgenic technology is a powerful tool and an
important technique that can be used for obtaining
transgenics with many traits of interests and
desirable qualities in several crop varieties in the
near future.
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CHANGING TRENDS IN

From Editor’s Desk

TECHNOLOGY

A hearty thanks to all the students & faculty members who have contributed to the
magazine by submitting their technical articles. Due to large no. of submissions, we
were not able to publish all the articles. But we will try to publish in the next issue.

From sending doves to pass on a message and waiting for a reply for days,
To sending a whatsapp and reverting ASAP look how different now are the ways.
Carrying books is so old school,
Using tabs is the new trend and is so cool.
Remember carrying a compass and maps and how it was a big pain?
Now we have GPS, a thought which was once called insane.
For all the hardships we once had, now there are solutions,
Solutions that further evolve and bring in a revolution.
All these solutions will not go in vain,
However, not only do they come with a boon but also with a bane.
Technology, you see, is like a double edged sword,
It is used both by the innocent and the fraud.
Don’t you forget that life is way beyond T.Vs and tabs and phones,
Remember to go out and exercise your muscles and bones.
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Articles are invited for the next issue. The articles should be authored in an original
text. Plagiarism is strictly prohibited.We expect articles written at the level of
general audience. Therefore the equations and mathematical expressions within the
articles are not recommended.
Authors are requested to include a brief biography of 4-6 lines in their articles with
high resolution author’s photographs.
The next issue will be published in March 2018. You can submit your articles on the
email id - fetmagazine@manavrachna.edu.in by 20th January 2018.
Happy Writing!!
- Bindiya Ahuja
Editor
Ingenieur Sphere, FET Technical Magazine

